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GB.259/7i15
25911I Session

Geneva, March 1994

Sevent~ item on the agenda

A. Introduction

Governing Body

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

293RD REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION

Measures taken by the Government of the Republic of South Africa
to implement the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation

Commission on Freedgm of Association

.:z>'

:,.,<'. 3. Following ECOSOC's request to the Government of the Republic of
,,;_"_~~~'~South Africa to give its consent to the complaint being referred to tlie

~li:t>L~:::.i:.fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on Freedom of Association of the ILO
[\{.;:2N~lhereinafter lithe Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission") and following the
~~(nK{t;t~9~wernmentI s consent to the referral of this complaint in February 1991, the
p~~[~~~9qVerning Body set up a panel of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission
,~::,£,;~\:;~::~~i-/examine this case at its 250th Session (May-June 1991). The Conunission
~i~\~S~,~,-*-S:!ssued a 'Very detailed report [see Prelude to c.hange: Industrial relations
~S~1~~tle~orm in South Africa: Report of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission

L The Committee on Freedom of Association, set up by the Governing
at its 1l7th Session (November 1951), met at the International Labour

«:9ffice, Geneva, on 17, 18 and 25 March 1994 under the chairmanship of
::~Mr--.;> Jean-Jacques Oechslin, former Chairman of the Governing Body.
~;~\'~.-.-<
~t~:·;~.,>._-2. A complaint concerning alleged infringements of trade union rights
~~agairist the Government of South Africa was submitted by the Congress of South
~~i.~'~J;ica Trade Unions (COSATU) to the Governing Body at its 240th Session in

r~?~$~f~~Y~June 1988. In view of the fact that the Republic of South Africa ceased to
it;"0:I:A,~;'2-:~be;:,a Member of the International Labour Organization on 11 March 1966 but
~·i'G·-~~{·-'- .- • ••
,gA'ftfi;;:j;;;:'.~,ema1ned a Member of the UnJ.ted NatJ.ons, the matter was referred to the
~~~&§?~~}~pnomic and Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC), in accordance with
~-G:.,::~:\~;,~~.~heprocedure established between the ILO and the United Nations in regard to
- "'\~:f:d~~:c:?mplaints concerning violations of trade union rights against States which

~~~;~re not Members of the ILO but which are Members of the United Nations.
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A. Introduction 

L The Committee on Freedom of Association, set up by the Governing 
~~~\l~~;~rc;at its lI7th Session (November 1951), met at the International Labour 
~ , Geneva, on 17, 18 and 25 March 1994 under the chairmanship of 

~ Jean-Jacques Oechslin, former Chairman of the Governing Body. 

A complaint concerning alleged infringements of trade union rights 
the Government of South Africa was submitted by the Congress of South 

Trade Unions (COSATU) to the Governing Body at its 240th Session in 
Mav~run,e 1988. In view of the fact that the Republic of South Africa ceased to 

1~~;;j?~ie of the International Labour Organization on 11 March 1966 but 

I
l~~~J~:~:iIg;~a Member of the United Nations, the matter was referred to the and Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC), in accordance with 

pr'oce,dc,re established between the ILO and the United Nations in regard to 
concerning violations of trade union rights against States which 

Members of the 110 but which are Members of the United Nations. 

Following ECOSOC's request to the Government of the Republic of 
Africa to give its consent to the complaint being referred to tlie 

and Conciliation Commission on Freedom of Association of the ILO 
lithe Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission") and following the 

tis consent to the referral of this complaint in February 1991, the 
Body set up a panel of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission 

1
~!:j~~~l,~~r~J:t~h:i~s~c~a~s~e:~at its 250th Session (May-June 1991). The Conunission detailed report [see Prelude to change: Industrial relations 

Report of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission 

, 



on Freedom of Association concerning the Republic of South Africa," Official
full1etin, Special Supplement, Vol. LXXV, 1992, Series B.] containing numerous
-~recomrnendations relating to freedom of association and collective bargaining,
'which was then submitted to the Governing BodY,at its 253rd Session (May 1992)
:fbr transmission to ECOSOC.

4. At its July 1992 Substantive Session, ECOSOC adopted a resolution
(No. 1992/12) on "Allegations regarding infringements of trade union rights"
in' which it reques.ted the Secretary-General of the United Nations: to invite
the Government to report on the measures which it had taken to give effect to

rthe Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission's recommendations; and to refer
\ite Government's report to the 110 with the request that the 110 in turn
report its advice and comments back to ECOSOC after examining the Government1s
report.

,

B. The Governmentls reply on measures taken to implement
the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation

Commission on Freedgm of Association concerning
the Republic Of South Africa

7. In its communication of 8 November 1993, the Government first of all
refers generally to various factors which characterize and shape the

,_.:, ;contemporary South African labour market such as the high growth rate of the
fi;~~;;;;;~§;'~f.economically active population; the decrease in the number of employment

;~t~;;:{':{~:·:r 9pportunities in the formal sector since the beginning of the recession in
~'~~: ':~;:f~'/'1989; high levels of unemployment related to a negative economic growth
2};~~·j'i~~~';'~~r~tei current political developments and the situation of unrest in the
Ci';,"":::-'"~<~'/';'''
~\3\{k2;:s:'i','.~ountry; the low levels of education of the South African population (a 1991
W~+;~±*~i::<c~nsus data indicates that 56.4 per cent of the population may be considered
~f)~iL~)~\..~s functionally illiterate), resulting in an excess demand for certain
l~~h~J,\~~J'~·r<;B:tegories of skilled workers on the one hand, and an excess supply of
~-~:;,~,~;~,\;,>.unskilled workers, on the other hand; the low percentage of the overall
~t{~~:8:~f->~xpenditure of South African companies on the training and retraining of

'" "~~s~t:workers; and finally, low wage increases and productivity. The Goverrunent also
:~~S/:mEmtions certain steps that have been taken and describes certain structures
~1~:Y:,:.that have been created to address the various problems affecting the labour
~~,::Ymarket•

8a The Government then describes more specifically, recent developments
'i;{\;~L~~ labour issues and legislation in South Africa. First of all, it indicates
~}if~~~hat' the National Manpower Commission (NMC) which remains an advisory body on
0~&;~abour policy for the Minister of Manpower has been restructured on a

~?~~~t~:~.:'tripartite basis and is representative of employers I and workers I

~f~<t;~prtanizations and independent experts as well as the State. The first meeting
:k~~?~:~~~f, the restructured NMC was held on 12 February 1993 and until August 1993
"'i';'-i"':;:<·'-'

4.220n/v.4

~'. '

~:\'

'~:H-2.,.~3if;;::}.' 5. On 8 November 1993, the Government transmitted to the
~ __ '; '"'':''{'C;'~'''

~~fi~:'~~~:!;'~$ecretary-Genera1 of the United Nations a report constituting its response to
~,~~~Q\~~,:~\J:;" the' recommendations of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Conunissiona On 17
~;·~3~::'~~\!, ;November 1993, the Secretary-General of the United Nations transmitted this
~t~~~~~~ report to the Director-General.
~',f:p~;-;~i'J\~::'t
~~:~.1~~~~;W::'-· c 6. The Committee has examined the information contained in the
~;~~~~1~&h.i>Government's report as well as recently enacted legislation and submits for
~:~:~it~~·(?·~,>'·the approval of the Governing Body the conclusions it has reached concerning
~4:t~t~:t;~~!the measures taken to implement the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission's

~ ..,......".,0.

Freedom of Association concerning the Republic of South Africa," Official 
Special Supplement, Vol. LXXV, 1992, Series B.] containing numerous 

<~li~Jlf;~~~~:~"~:~~~; relating to freedom of association and collective bargaining, 
:~ was then submitted to the Governing BodY,at its 253rd Session (May 1992) 

transmission to ECOSOC. 

4. At its July 1992 Substantive Session, ECOSOC adopted a resolution 
, . (No. 1992/12) on "Allegations regarding infringements of trade union rights" 

: in' which it reques_ted the Secretary-General of the United Nations: to invite 
c'~"'~'-the Government to report on the measures which it had taken to give effect to 

Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission's recommendations; and to refer 
Government's report to the 110 with the request that the 110 in turn 

f5;~~~: report its advice and comments back to ECOSOC after examining the Government's 
~ report a 

Sa On 8 November 1993, the Government transmitted to the 
'secretary-General of the United Nations a report constituting its response to 
. the' recommendations of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Conunissiona On 17 

1993, the Secretary-General of the United Nations transmitted this 
to the Director-Generala 

6 a The Committee has examined the information contained in the 
'G6vernment's report as well as recently enacted legislation and submits for 

"."."".' .. " "'the approval of the Governing Body the conclusions it has reached concerning 
"'-'-~"".:!::-:, ! the measures taken to implement the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission I s 

recommendations. 

B. The Government's reply on measures taken to implement 
the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation 

Commission on Freedgm of Associatign concerning 
the Republic Of South Africa 

In its communication of 8 November 1993, the Government first of all 
generally to various factors which characterize and shape the 

contemporary South African labour market such as the high growth rate of the 
economically active population; the decrease in the number of employment 

in the formal sector since the beginning of the recession in 
high levels of unemployment related to a negative economic growth 
current political developments and the situation of unrest in the 

,~[~~{:~::~.;::~ the low levels of education of the South African population (a 1991 
~t,: data indicates that 56.4 per cent of the population may be considered 

func.tionally illiterate), resulting in an excess demand for certain 
of skilled workers on the one hand, and an excess supply of 

workers, on the other hand; the low percentage of the overall 
of South African companies on the training and retraining of 

and finally, low wage increases and productivity. The Government also 
certain steps that have been taken and describes certain structures 

have been created to address the various problems affecting the labour 
mB;rket. 

8. The Government then describes more specifically, recent developments 
labour issues and legislation in South Africa. First of all, it indicates 
. the National Manpower Commission (NMC) which remains an advisory body on 

~
~~~~:t~:~::!:P':O::l,:iL~CY for the Minister of Manpower has been restructured on a 

te basis and is representative of employers' and workers' 
and independent experts as well as the State. The first meeting 

the restructured NMC was held on 12 February 1993 and until August 1993 

f;",'"U"/v.4 



~i~;~{~~~~!~{i~1Y~; '-\'
~~:2:~:;:~~~h~~?bb"s';' forum held five meetings. Moreover, the restructured NMC established
~~~i~:-G0~~~;"th~ee'working groups and seven subcommitteess (whose names are enumerated by
:P~1~~r%~b-;'~tlC; Government) to further investigate specific issues. The Government
**~;+f~\j~i~~icates that the NMC is considering the simplification of the Labour
&i1t:::!'~~~\~:::R'elations Act (LRA). and ha.s published for comment, draf.t legislation to be
'~-:-:'>~_~-')~?'\~~~'brisidered by ParlJ.ament J.n November 1993. The more J.mportant amendments
Ikt;t~~}f~~:~6ncern the simp.lification and clarifi~ation of proced~res relating. to the
~i~~~?t&{kettlement of dJ.sputes. a~d the ~e:et7on of the prov;sions regardJ.og the
~.;:<,r;;~[~,;A~?:''';rohibition on the po11tJ.cal affJ.l1.atJ.on by trade tul10ns as well as the
~~'7;i~-t~';:;:~~ohibition on. unions to grant directly or indirectly financial assistance to

;i~~l~~~f~~~litical partJ.es.

1j{~-:~f:tK~~~~~'~:.;:-: _ 9. Regarding labour legislation for farmworkers, the Government states
~{t~"i~'if~~~'i~a't:. the Basic Conditions of Employment Act was extended to the agricultural
¢ki~i~X~~¢ctor on 1 May 1993. The question of the extension of the LRA to agriculture
~~8\1~~~~S referred to a working group in which the South African Agricultural Union

·'~*~!~',(SAAU) and COSATU were represented. On 6 August 1993 SAAU and COSATU reached
i::\:'-a'gi::eement on the issue concerning a single Act - the Agricultural Labour Act
~',~:::No';.l47-of 1993 - to be applicable to farmw9rkers. As far as labour legislation
':<:~:'·Jor;·domestic workers is concerned t a bil~,; to extend the Basic Conditions of
t-~ployment Act to domestic workers was passed by Parliament during September
,1;:;19.93. In so far as legislation to regulate labour relations in the public
_~;~!S~'ctor is concerned, the Public Service Labour Relations Act came into effect
~{ori'2 August 1993 •
.t,'."

;S,%:t'i:::,,- •
'$':-;;~..1\.~,;'_': 10. The Government po~nts out that the Department of Manpower has
B:~l~~:1mbarked on an investigation into the fWlctioning of the Industrial Court
~",i~~>~Ystem. A conunittee, consisting of representatives of the major user.~ of the
~~~~~\:',court, has also been appointed to assist the Department in addressing certain
::~~1~::i;~oblems in the functioning of the Court and streamlining its operations.
~;'W~/Mo:reover, the Department has considered the problems arising from access to
I~~;piemises and other organizational rights of trade unions and is of the opinion
:~t:~·;:th~t,. these matters should be discussed by the interested parties themselves.
~~~~There, is broad consensus, however, that reasonable rights to access and other
~~!~~a~onable organizational rights of unions should be protected. In the
~it;f:interim, any party involved in a dispute on any of these matters is at liberty
'~"':'..__ to bring the matter to the attention of the Industrial Court.

~:" .

,;:t.~11;:: 11. The Government concludes by stating that it is aware of the labour
~i~~~~~andards as developed by the ILO, especially Conventions Nos. 87 and 98, and
, ... ;'due cognizance will be taken thereof in the further development of labour

_~';;j}~::~~gis~ation and manpower practices. It would be premature, however, at this
:::/(.¥C,~tage to comment on how a future government, would act with regard to possible
_Z2:-~,S_~eadmission to the ILO or further ratification of ILO Conventions. The South

ii;~t~-;·-<%~~frican Government would nevertheless welcome ILO technical assistance with
;~i~~~}~~Y~pecific reference to job creation and training on a tripartite basis inside
-/·"i\.;~2~"':'South AfricaI . C. Th, C_'''n', ,~••,,~,

;~~f~;<.~\~f'~>:'" .12. The Committee observes in a general manner that major political
£~-S~~~i~1$~s~anges as well as far-reaching changes to labour relations legislation have
~~,;~~tl:},;t4t:l~a~en place in South Africa in the period following the publication of the
"'t>-r.t~;:{~'J~ct-Finding and Conciliation Commission I s report. It notes that the
i~}t~~~g::Pol~t~cal changes which have occurred -. inclUding the adoption of a new
t~.f~,~;:~~~)~C?nstltution by Parliament (which recognizes the right to associate, organize,
~,}<:k~~U;~crgain and strike), the establishment of a Transitional Executive Council
,f;:-:~?~'~f1;~~:;',:'" .".
"'X;~i':~~::\4220n/v 4
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forum held five meetings. Moreover, the restructured NMC established 
working and seven subcommitteess (whose names are enumerated by 

further investigate specific issues. The Government 
NMC is considering the simplification of the Labour 
and has published for comment, draft legislation to be 

by Parliament in November 1993. The more important amendments 
simplification and clarification of procedures relating to the 

of disputes and the deletion of the provisions regarding the 
on the political affiliation by trade unions as well as the 

on unions to grant directly or indirectly financial assistance to 
parties. 
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the Basic Conditions of Employment Act was extended to the agricultural 
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to a working group in which the South African Agricultural Union 

and COSATU were represented. On 6 August 1993 SAAU and COSATU reached 

"'j':~;~;;~~~.(:,:~,~:~e:~ on the issue concerning a single Act - the Agricultural Labour Act 
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Act to domestic workers was passed by Parliament during September 
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on an investigation into the functioning of the Industrial Court 

A conunittee, consisting of representatives of the major users of the 
has also been appointed to assist the Department in addressing~ certain 

1
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and other organizational rights of trade unions and is of the opinion 
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~ , any party involved in a dispute on any of these matters is at liberty 

the matter to the attention of the Industrial Court. 

The Government concludes by stating that it is aware of the labour 
1;.~;f'i~~;~.~:ndA~~~s as developed by the ILQ, especially Conventions Nos. 87 and 98, and 

cognizance will be taken thereof in the further development of labour 
lation and manpower practices. It would be premature, however, at this 

~~~)~~~:.'~·~:~~i~t'~O'i~c:~omment on how a future government. would act with regard to possible 
I to the ILO or further ratification of ILO Conventions. The South 

Government would nevertheless welcome ILO technical assistance with 
1i"i"~""sDecific reference to job creation and training on a tripartite basis inside 

~y;~t}~~tSS;~" Africa. 

C. The Committee's conclusions 

I
I.ij.~~~r~~:~::~;l;~Z. The Committee observes in a general manner that major political 

well as far-reaching changes to labour relations legislation have 
in South Africa in the period following the publication of the 

and Conciliation Commission's report. It notes that the 

~2i~t'i';);c;~~t~~':~iO'~n,~~~e: which have occurred -. including the adoption of a new 
I t by Parliament (which recognizes the right to associate, organize, 

and strike), the establishment of a Transitional Executive Council 



\~;~t:
,~>:;":,,,,~~~harged with the facilitation and promotion of the, transition to a democratic
~ii~~~tr4;!6rder' in South Africa in conjunction with. all legislative and executive
/~~~~~t~:'&~~'~,tru:ctures at all levels of government and the possible reincorporation into
Nl§Y~~;t~e~~Repub1iC of South Africa of the so-called "national states ll and
c~f~:$.\Lil£~~_~/~s~lf-governingll territories - have been the result of negotiations between

b:,;;j~~:t~!"':>the" major political parties and movements at the Multi-Party Negotiating
1;;~$W4k~~~~Forl.mh whereas chan.ges. to labour relations legislati~n have by and large
;-\<'~~:;~~':"-\~~~;:'res'ulted from negot1atJ.ons between employers, trade unJ.ons and the State in

;~~)tbe':,restructured National Manpower Cormnission (NMC). However, both these
'~§'&~('~banges are relevant to the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and

h~':~'T{~;t~~~X':,¢onciliation Commission,. a numb~r of whic~ have already been given effect to
-;.'NS5:(z>~::while several matters st1l1 requ1re attentJ.on.

*~~i~~"~"

14. The Committee notes with interest that the NMC has been restructured
,:::as\·-a tripartite body and consists of representatives of employers I and

~S~#orkersl organizations and the Department of Manpower and of independent
':,~;?experts. It further notes that the NMC which has been functioning on a
~t~).r:ipartite basis since February 1993 has, through its various working groups

Vtarid." subconunittees, considered all new labour relations legislation elaborated
:;:;~.ince'that date before it was introduced in Parliament. Moreover, under the
~:terIIis' of article 33 of the new Constitution, the State will in future be bound
lci: ',,: submit any proposed legislation concerning industrial relations or
~mp1oyment practices to the NMC for consider~tion and comments before

)'irttroducing it in Parliament.
if;;,?'.,

~:i::~·:-~

'" (h) Agricultural workers and domestic workers

'~1~&;,?1.":
~~,-._-_. 15. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that
,:~~p,~iority be given to the enactment of legislation extending to agricultural
~1L~d' domestic workers trade union and collective bargaining rights in conunon

_j~5t:,~~' other workers in South Af rica.
:"i~':::(~~\;Y';;'-

~;'.;f~\f;'< 16. Regarding labour legislation for farmworkers, the Committee notes
;";}t'::~~~\tl1at· the Basic Conditions of Employment Act No. 3 of 1983, which deals with

-~l1I,;n~mtun terms and conditions of employment was extended to farmworkc~rs with
~;,.effect from 1 May 1993. This Act also affords protection against

~1~~~~~~t~ization on the grounds of, inter alia, union membership although it doe~
~~:~~-2%p:ot, regulate collective bargaining. The Committee further notes that the
~ftt~~gricultural Labour Act No. 147 of 1993 (ALA) came into force for farmworkers
'(;'~,~(i?:~C?!l,·17 January 1994. While section 1 of the ALA extends the Labour Relations

:V]!:'gt No. 28 of 1956 (lRA) to farmworkers, the ALA also contains a nwnber of
-'~proVisions which apply exclusively to farmworkers, inclUding provision for the

<".",::;.~e~,~ab1ishrnent of an agricultural labour court whicb can act as a court of
~ti:y~~>:tirst instance in unfair labour practice disputes between farmworkers and
u~~~~their employers (section 2(d)).
~~:1~~~h~'
~~~~,{;";~220n/v•4

,

with the facilitation and promotion of the, transition to a democratic 

~?i~1t~t~~i,~~.tu;i~n.,;s South Africa in conjunction with. all legislative and executive 
,'; at all levels of government and the possible reincorporation into 

Republic of South Africa of the so-called IInational states ll and 
territories - have been the result of negotiations between 

'major political parties and movements at the Multi-Party Negotiating 
, .. ,.,.",,--- ,- whereas changes to labour relations legislation have by and large 

from negotiations between employers t trade unions and the State in 
< restructured National Manpower Commission (NMC). However, both these 

are relevant to the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and 
Commission, a number of which have already been given effect to 

several matters still require attention. 

(a) Restructuring of the National Manpower Corrunission 

13. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission considered that the 
should pursue vigorously the ,steps that were being taken to 

the National Manpower Conunission,l (NMC), with a tripartite structure 
was acceptable to all the parties concerned. It also reconunended that 

." NMC t s recommendations be given prompt and favourable attention by the 

14. The Committee notes with interest that the NMC has been restructured 
tripartite body and consists of representatives of employers' and 

,';:,i(",k'trs organizations and the Department of Manpower and of independent 
It further notes that the NMC which has been functioning on a 
basis since February 1993 has, through its various working groups 

subconunittees, considered all new labour relations legislation elaborated 
that date before it was introduced in Parliament. Moreover, under the 
of article 33 of the new Constitution, the State will in future be bound 

t any proposed legislation concerning industrial relations or 
practices to the NMC for consider~tion and comments before 
it in Parliament. 

(b) Agricultural workers and domestic workers 

15. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that 
be given to the enactment of legislation extending to agricultural 

domestic workers trade union and collective bargaining rights in common 
, other workers in South Africa. 

Regarding labour legislation for farmworkers, the Committee notes 
Basic Conditions of Employment Act No. 3 of 1983, which deals with 

terms and conditions of employment was extended to farmworkc~rs with 
from 1 May 1993. This Act also affords protection against 

~','S'~ictimiza.ti.on on the grounds of, inter alia, union membership although it doe~ 
te collective bargaining. The Committee further notes that the 

l
~i~~~~~::Ji~~~tural Labour Act No. 147 of 1993 (ALA) came into force for farmworkers 

January 1994. While section 1 of the ALA extends the Labour Relations 
No. 28 of 1956 (LRA) to farmworkers, the ALA also contains a nwnber of 

ions which apply exclusively to farmworkers, inclUding provision for the 
of an agricultural labour court which can act as a court of 

instance in unfair labour practice disputes between farmworkers and 
employers (section 2(d». 



,

(c) "Self-gQverning" territories and "national states"

cr";:':;,' 18. The Committee further notes that while section 1 of the ALA extends
fh~~LRA to farmworkers, it alsQ provides that any amendment to the LRA after 1
sip~e~ber 1993 will not apply to farming.a~tivities. The Committee is led to
hn~erBtand from this that in practice two versions of the LRA will apply. The
~.Jti{'a.s it reads at present will continue to apply to farmworkers, despite the
f~ci that the Act itself is in the process of amendment and that the amended

,.:ye'tslon applicable to industry ("non-farming activities") would substantially
::x~om'ply with the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and ConciliatiQn

coriJrnission if it is passed. Thus, in the Committee I s view, the
fecommendations of the Fact-Finding and CQnciliatiQn CommissiQn on the need tQ
:~end certain provisions of the LRA remain valid for the version of the Act
~which applies to farmworkers. These provisions relate, in particular, to the
¥p~esent system for the registration of trade unions (section 4(3», the
2~ontrol of the contents of their constitutions (sectiQn 4(5)(a)(ii) and (iii),
i~<ection 8(4)(a)(iv), (6)(c) and (d) and (8», to interference of public
/authorities in trade union affairs (section 12(1) and (3» and collective
V~I:gaining agreements (section 48(1), section 51(12), section 5lA, section
?8(~C», and to restrictions, both substantive and procedural, on strike

/a:ction (section 1(1), section 27A, section 35, section 46(1), (2) and (7),
<~~ction 65(1)(d) and (2)(b), section 65(IA». In the Committee's view, the

':'Govehunent should take steps to ensure that these provisions of the LRA are
ended with respect to farmworkers.

1}~:-"'i~~F '
'f.t~H~,fr-C .::!, 19. As regards labour legislatiQn for dQmestic workers, the Committee
,'~:';'f.~:~;,'o:bserves that the Basic Conditions of Employment Act No. 3 of 1983 was also

~~>~~~Jt;:$:"~tended to domestic workers with effect from 1 January 1994. It deeply
~T~:t11'::regrets to note, however, that nQ legislation has been tabled to date to
'··~i~~;J.~{~~tend the provisions Qf the LRA to them. The Committee has been informed
,:',i~~~>.that:. ,a subcommittee of the NMC is currently dealing with the matter and in
~~'fi"~{8iM)a~ticular with the question Qf how far the LRA shQuld be extended tQ domestic
_'c~:,~;J~~prk,ers. In this respe?t, t~e C?mmittee firmly b~lieves that t~e GQyernm~nt
f:':¥~~[::~~OUld ensure that legJ.slatJ.on J.S enacted as qU1ckly as possJ.ble grantJ.ng
,,;1j~;trade union and collective bargaining rights to domestic workers in South

~~tt~rica.

i~I)~~r~i<:
~~;:~':j,~:~F~i;:'~ . 20. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that the
1;:~;~~:5~~~~~Government should address urgently the serious problems posed by the existence

1I"~'"

'W~'H"",17. The Committee notes with concern, however, that the ALA, which
a>~:tin~s farming activities as "any activity on a farm in connection with

C''''''~ "._,"'~il;culture, including stockbreeding, horticulture and forestryll (section
~h(;~~~~~~61)(iii», declares such activiti~s. to be essential services with the res';llt
k~~i~£~?£hat strikes and lockouts are ~roh~b1ted, unless an employer and a. trade un10n
f~~f~~~~~~6ti.:,'bel1alf of farmworkers work1ng for such employer agree otherwJ.se (section
KY;~~f£i~'~i(i»,. Failing such an agreement, unresolved disputes between farmworkers and
u10~,M~gt.ti~'ir', employers are subject to compulsory arbitration as provided for in

~'X\s~cti.on 46(1) of the LRA. The Committee recalls, however, that essential
'~;~e,i:vfces are those services the interruption of which would endanger the life,

",':h~~'-p~'r"Sonal safety or health of all or part of the population and that
:r~if§iag'ric;:ultural activities 'do not constitute essential services in the strict
'~"t:W;f2se''n~e, of the term [see Digest Qf decisiQns and principles Qf the FreedQm Qf
;1~{~i~':~i;i6c'iatiQn CQmmittee, 3rd edition, 1985, para. 402]. It therefQre cQnsiders
"'"-""-"'-<. 'ths.,{ the Government should take steps to ensure that section 2(f) of the ALA

:;{s'>.':i,epealed so that the prohibition on the right to strike of farmworkers is
't~moyed.
" ~,;
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f 11 different sets of labour relations legislation in the various
~ rritories into which South Africa was div~ded with a view to ensuring that

erkers and employers throughout all of these territories enjoyed the basic
:~gbts of freedom of association and collective bargaining.

,{-.---
~

I,
21. The Committee is aware of the fact that the reincorporation into the

Republic of South Africa of the so-called Ilna tional states" (Transkei,
Bophuthatswana, Ciskei and Venda) and "self-governing" territories
(Ky,'aNdebel e , K,,"azulu, Qua Qua, Lebowa, Gazanku1u and Kangwane) is currently
being negotiated by the Multi Party Negotiating Forum. However, it regrets to
note that the Government has not provided any information on whether any
measures ar~ currently under way which envisage either the replacement of the
ltgislation in the individual territo~ies by the legislation applicable in
South Africa generally or the harmonization of the labour relations
legislation of South Africa and the various territories, in order to address
the current serious problems posed by the existence of different sets of
labour relations legislation. The Committee has, however~ been informed that
this matter is being examined by the Goverrunent and that proposals will be
submitted to the NMC. In the Committee1s view, the Government should be
requested to give information on whethe:t; any measures are being envisaged
along the lines mentioned above and, if ,\50, how the Goverrunent proposes to
implement such measures so as to assure_ uniformity of labour legislation and
standards throughout the Republic of South Africa, including in the various
tlself-governing" t-erritories and lInational states" into which South Africa is
divided with a view to ensuring that workers and employers throughout all of
these territories enjoy the basic rights of freedom of association and
collective bargaining.

Cd) The public sector

22. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Corrunission recommended that every
effort should be made by all the parties concerned to resolve the outstanding
issues in the negotiations concerning new legislation to govern labour
relations in the public sector so that this legislation could be enacted as
soon as possible. The problems specifically highlighted by the Commission in
respect of this sector were the follo".dng: the prohibition on the
registration of mixed public and private sector unions; the absence of
protection against victimization; the absence of a right to strike for public
servants not rendering essential services; the absence of adequate machinery
for collective bargaining and settlement of disputes in all branches of the
public service; and the absence of adequate conciliation and arbitration
procedures for public servants rendering essential services.

23. First of all, the Committee notes with interest that the Public
Service Labour Relations Act No. 102 of 1993 (the PSLRA)~ carne into operation
on 2 August 1993 and applies to all public servants, save for persons employed
in terms of the Defence Act, Correctional Services Act (Prisons), Police Act
and teachers.

24. The Committee further notes that by virtue of section 4(1) of t.he
PSLRA, all employees except for departmental heads and officers employed by
the Commission for Administration whose functions are of a policy·-making or
managerial nature, have the right to establish and, subject only to the rules
cf the organizations concerned, to join an t1employee organization" of their
c;1oice or to refrain from establishing or joining any o~·ganization. Section
l(xii) of the PSLRA defines an employee organization as an org~nization

consisting wholly or ~ of state employees (emphasis added). In this
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r:f~~~j~tit{" i:
[,:~~:.§\:~~_i~,Sp~ctl t~e Committ;e observes. that amendmeo:s to se~tion 2.(3)(b) a~d (d). of
1:~t"',:~?~,~?~~~t.h~<_LRA wh1.c,h were. :lntrod~ced 10 1~91 and .Wh1Ch prov~de for the reg1strat:on
!r~;'tg}-~~,';';-;'tif-:>trade muons w1th a m1Xed publ1c serv1ce and pn.vate sector membersh1Pt

~~~~~_,into force on 1 September 1993, thereby removing the prohibition on the
~~g~stration of mixed public and private sector unions.

5i:f:?:"':25. The issue of the absence of protection against victimization is also
Ti~_~r-essed by the PSLRA which in its section 4(7) prohibits victimization on

:'i:~~'il'c_~ount of trade union membership or non-membership or participation in the
__.8(?ac;tivities of a trade union.

f~;\t<;;~_:::,":
~'1'~;";£~;/, 26. With respect to the right to strike, all employees covered by the
.~,.~:-~~,~j·SLRA, save those employed in essential services, have the right to strike by
't,:4§~~~\rirtue of section 19(1), once prescribed conciliation procedures have been
i;,~ii~~1P~hausted. Section 20(1) defines essenfial services as services the

.. "'finterruption of which could cause serious hardship to the whole or a part of
;1.the community or could endanger the life, safety or health of the members or
'~some of the members of the community; the Committee considers that by
~~::l::~ferring to "serious hardship to the whole or a part of the community", this
J:~:~efinition differs from its own definition, namely services the interruption
~;;'Q.f.,,~,which would endanger the life, personal safety or health of the whole or

.' ;";"p:at"t of the population. It is therefore of the view that this provision
,,,;z,:~"'should be amended accordingly. Furthermore, section 21 provides for a system
*r~~f\ compulsory arbitration for unresolved disputes of interest arising in
~~~h~ssential services and which cannot be resolved through collective
~\'i"p'(l.rgaining. Disputes of right may be dealt with by the industrial court in

·\/t'erms of its unfair labour practice jurisdiction (section 22(5»).

27. As regards adequate machinery for collective bargaining, .the
E; Committee notes that the PSLRA establishes a two-tier structure for collective
~9'bargaining, at central (Commission for Administration) and departmental
~,;,. leveL Whether a matter falls to be negotiated at the one or the other level

depends on whether the Commission or a relevant departmental head is empowered
to,'deal with the matter in question under the terms of section 5. The
,Committee notes with interest that bargaining is compulsory (section 4(12»
and that a right to information for the purposes of collective bargaining is
also established (section 4(11»). Moreover, provision is made for access to

~'~'~he premises and facilities of a state department with the prior approval of
'the head of the department (section 4(10». Provision is further made for the

~:~;:<,,~, '.t~gistration and recognition of trade unions by virtue of sections 11 and 17,

'~~~~t;respectivelY.

M~!:,~;.~~?'-;' 28. Finally~ the Committee notes that while the PSLRA does not applY to
w1i~~~~:teachers, this categ?ry ~f pUbli~ servants. is either already covered by
';f;:-',;;}=-':N~!:':r:ecently enacted legl.slatl.on or 1S to be 1ncluded under the LRA through
~i'}~;'{:~{:;:< proposed amendments to the latter. In this connection, the Committee observes
[i~S;.i12\:·J-Jhat a distinction was made between persons who teach at universities and
l~,~~~/, t,echnikons, and those who teach at a school ~ technical college or teachers'
;;'.~~'4"::;~:::··training college. Although the former are currently still excluded from the
'-"::,".'--"",,--/;'
~7~~'i;f2..:"";~,' LRA, section 2 of the Labour Relations Amendment Bill extends the ambit of the
~~~~\( LRA to include teachers at universities and technikons.
t~~.~~)t;:
:!;';~',{(~"\. 29. Moreover, trade union and collective bargaining rights for teachers
p;,;'i~~~r in the second category are now provided for in the Education Labour Relations
~:;~~~i%\~, !Act No. 146 of 1993 (ELRA) which came into force in October 1993. The
~:~:~~'),:~.r'::_Conunittee notes that section 5(1)(a) of the ELRA grants the right to employees
~~~;~~'{t,Jalling within its ambit freely to establish or, subject to the rules of the
·~:)~~~,/0~;.·:organization concerned, to join a trade union consisting mainly of such
~j~%';~~r' employees or to refrain from doing so. Thus, it would appear that teac.hers
fV~:J:'f~~? from a school, technical college or teachers' training college may only join
,~,,":',"",:;~
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trade unions which consist mainly of the same category of workers. Ho\,-,,€ver,
since there does not appear to be any restriction in the ELRA on these
organizations of teachers from freely joining a trade union federation
(section levi) defines an employee organization to include a federation of
employee organizations), the Committee does not consider this provision to be
incompatible with freedom of association principles. In addition, the ELRA
establishes the right to bargain (section 5(1)(b», and provision is made for
centralized collective bargaining between sufficiently representative trade
unions and employer organizations (section 6 and sections 8-14). Furthermore,
the right to strike which was previously denied to this category of workers is
now provided for by section 15 of the ELRA.

(e) ~~endments to the Labour Relations Act No. 28 of 1956

30. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that the
process of revision and consolidation of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) should
be pursued vigorouslYI with two major objectives: to simplify the 1RA and
structure it in such a way so as to· make it more readily usable and
understandable; and to ensure the LRA's conformity with international
principles on freedom of association. In order to reach the latter objective I
the Commission stressed the need to amend a number of the LRA I S provisions
which related in particular to: (i) the system for the registration of trade
unions; (ii) control of the contents of their constitutions; (iii)
interference of public authorities in trade union affairsj (iv) interference
of public authorities in collective bargaining agreements; and (v)
substantive and procedural restrictions on stike action.

31. The Committee notes the Governrnent1s statement that the NNC is
considering the simplification of the LRA and has published for comment draft
legislation to be considered by Parliament soon. The Committee has been
informed since then that a bill has bee-n presented to Parliament in December
1993. Requests have been made for comments on the bill. The bill has not yet
been discussed in Parliament. The Committee considers that the Government
should be requested to provide information on any progress being made in
regard to the process of revision and consolidation of the LRA.

(i) The system for the registration of trade unions

32. The Committee notes that under the LRA a trade union is registered
in respect of specific interests and for a specific area. It will be so
registered if the Registrar is satisfied that it is "sufficiently
representative" of those interests in that area. However I if an existing
registered union lodges an objection and the Registrar is satisfied that that
union is sufficiently representative of the interests and also in the area
applied for, he may, under the so-called "knockout provision" (section 4(3»),
refuse to register the applicant union. The Committee recalls the principle
that a provision authorizing the refusal of an application for registration if
another union, already registe~edl is sufficiently representative of the
interests which the union seeking registration proposes to defend, means that,
in certain cases, workers may be denied the right to join the organizations of
their choice, contrary to the principles of freedom of association [see
Digest, op. cit., para. 231]. The Conunittee notes that the Labour Relations
Amendment Bill (hereinafter LRA bill) does not address section 4(3) of the
LRA. The Government should therefore take steps to ensure that this provision
is amended to take account of the principle enunciated above.
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(ii) .control of the cop tents of trade union
constitutions

33. The Committee notes that section 8(4)(a)(iv) of the 1RA envisages
that a trade union constitution may provide for lIany other matter which in the
ooinion of th~gistrar is suitable to be dealt with in the constitution of a
t;ade union ••••• " (emphasis added). The Committee considers that this
section is too widely expressed and gives the Registrar an unfettered
discretion to allow or disallow a particular provision in a trade union
constitution. It notes with satisfaction, however, that section 7(a) of the
1M bill deletes the phrase "in the opinion of the Registrar", thereby
removing his discretion in regard to the other matters which may be dealt with
in a trade union constitution.

34. In addition, section 4(S)(a)(ii) of the LRA disallows registration
of a trade union whose constitution contains provisions ",'hich Hare contrary to
the provisions of any law or are calculated to hinder the attainment of the
objects of any law or Si:cL..YIlIeasonab1e in relation to the members of~
£..ybllc" (emphasis added). The Conunittee considers that the generality of the
section leaves open the risk of administrative interference in the content of
a trade union's constitution, and therefore notes with satisfaction that
section 6 of the 1RA bill deletes the phrase "or are unreasonable in relation
to the members of the public ll

•

35. The Committee further notes that section 4(S)(a)(iii) of the LM
prohibits the registration of a trade union affiliated to any political
party. Moreover, sections 8(6)(c) and (d) and (8) prohibit a trade union from
affiliating with a political party and from providing funds or carrying on any
other activities with the object of assisting a political party or any
candidates for election to office in a political party or legislative body.
In this respect, the Committee would emphasize that a general prOhibition on
trade unions from engaging in any political activities would not only be
incompatible with the principles of freedom of association but also
unrealistic in practice since trade union organizations may wish, for example,
to express publicly their opinion regarding the government r S economic and
social policy [see ~, op. cit., para. 356]. It therefore notes with
satisfaction that section 6 of the LRA bill removes the prohibition on the
registration of a trade union affiliated to any political party while section
7 of the LRA bill deletes section 8(6)(c) and (d) and arnends section 8(8) of
the LRA with the effect that trade unions will be allowed freely to affiliate
with a political party, to provide funds or carryon any other activities with
the object of assisting a political party or any candidates for election to
office in a political party or legislative body.

Wi) Int~~e of nublic authQrities in trade
union affairs

36. The Committee notes that section 12(1) of the 1RA empowers the
Registrar to investigate a union for the benefit of its members when it has
become inactive. Section 12(3) gives him wide-ranging powers to conduct an
inquiry into the internal affairs of a trade union if he has reason to believe
that any meteria1 irregularity has occurred in connection with an election, or
that the lUlion or any of its officers or organs has failed to observe the
.. onstitution or "has acted unlawfully or has acted in a manner which is
un~easonable in relation to the ifiembers and which has caused serious
dissatisfaction amongst a substantial nUfilber of members in good standingo.
If, following his inquiry, the Registrar is satisfied that an irregularity has
OCcurred, he may recommend to the Minister what action he considers should be
taken. The Minister may, after giving the union concerned an opportunity to
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""j);S:;;~;'j7,. The Committee ia of the vi,ew th~t aections 12~l) and 12,(3) of, the
;\!~:>:;':~:1:1;'>':ve a considerable degree of dJ.scret1on to the RegJ.strar to 1nvestJ.gate

<I.AA' es f" 1d l' d ' f.~,rc<;"i~-='}':~\'ternal affairs 0 a unl.on, Wh1Ch cou resu t 1n un ue 1nter erence.
Z"i,;,~-~~~;:~goimunittee would recall that while the principles of freedom of
r~I"-:;:~~~<~';ation do not prevent the control of the internal acts of a trade union
~'t~}~SW~hgse'_internal acts violate legal provisions or rules, it is important that
~;0j~J\Jcontrol be exercised by the judicial authorities, not only to ensure the
g·.:f;;,:~~~~t~t,Of defence (which normal judicial procedure alone can guarantee), but
'~':~'~i~;.~11·¥·,,:·~.,7to.';:avOid the risk that measures taken by the administrative authorities
"s ~Q,,'" b b't ['''~o··t 't 452] Th C 'tt~·:":>""'';·~:''ippear to e ar :1. rary see~, Ope C1 ., para • e OIIUn1 ee

~~~~hr~J~.:in this respe:t that while t?e LRA bill does not circ.~scribe th~ powers

i
-'~~;8t;~!:t.lj.f:'Registrar, 1t ;reates. a r:lght of ap~ea1 to the M1n1ster aga1nst any
~~rris~r.hction by the Reg1strar 1n terms of sect10n 1~(1) of th: ~RA as well ,a~ a
~,~~'_£'~~'th~r.,,:right of appeal to the Supreme Court aga1nst the Mlnlster's decls10n
",~:~;-:H1:~cI.;on 10 of the LRA bill, am.ending sec,ti,on 16(1) of .t~e LRA). A ::ight to
~t~:fip9,~~:t::to the Supreme Court ag~1nst a dec1s10n by th: M1n:lster taken 1n t:rms
~"":'-f->se_ction 12(3) of the LRA 15 also created (sectlon 10 of the LRA b11l,
~~{i'~~~t'~iri.g section l6(5)(a) of the LRA). The Committee considers that the above
~;;-pt~b~X:(sion for a right .of appeal. to the .Minister of Manpow?r and ~hereaf~er to
13~:'i:1;i~ts,_upreme Court aga1nst any 1nstructJ.on by the Industrlal RegJ.strar 1ssued
~~:'~;':~f£"~i:>an' inquiry into the affairs of a trade union constitutes an adequate
~~:r~(f'~'gua:rd against possible interference by the administrative authorities in
~+:':;fi~de~'Union affairs.
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*':';';,'{i:~)-;:-';nterferenceof public authorities in
~:.i:~.;;:_{~1.n-CQllective agregments

W;~;~~tLY"\"':'
~t:Tt~1t,\~,,'38. The Committee notes that section 48(1) of the LRA gives the Minister

~,,,<,,,,"~~:~' ~·,~.,.'·.t/

:r~:i~('4iscretion to promulgate or not to promulgate agreements freely concluded in
~-:::~{i1tcitistrial councils. In this respect, the Committee recalls the principle
r:G:~~~.(~·t:he right to bargain freely with employers with respect to conditions of
'iFi~~irib'rlLconstitutes an essential element in freedom of association, and trade
'.""'<'','-,0.;''':1'
f':';;o¥lpns' should have the right, through collective bargaining or other lawful
":V-lri~~ns:',:- to seek to improve the living and working conditions of those whom the
~Z~;~~:{~I~,:unions represent, and the public authorities should refrain from any
.r~J.PJkr.f-erence which would restrict this right or impede the lawful exercise
'"::-\~het:eQf [see ~, op. cit., para. 583]. The Committee regrets to note that
~-.:.-~fi.~Xi.RA bill does not propose any amendment to section 48(1) of the LRA. It
;,·~"c.fID"siders' that the Goverrunent should take steps to ensure that this provision
~Ji~ended in line with the principle enunciated above.

,:::l;'"~';~"'·:i,

"~,":,,;):}9. Similarly, the Committee regrets to note that the LRA bill does not
~~,z:,;:·iJ·g~p.ose any amendment to section 51(12) of the LRA which empowers the Minister
~f~:,:~g.R;~xempt or exclude certain areas or classes of work from any industrial
,,,\~, .... -:',:

~D']'~'{p;~~cil agreement, or parts thereof, nor to section SlA of the LRA which
~":,:;~"~_H,c!wS him to promulgate proposals on employment conditions coming from the
~::':':/~WRloyersI side alone in areas - where there is no indus trial council
~;~\9P,#f~ting. In this respect, the Conunittee recalls the importance of the
*j,j:~PRJ~~iple of the autonomy of the parties to the collective bargaining process
~i~;"Ji9!u'_,Which it follows that the public authorities should not, as a rule,
~"ite:t~'l:Vene in order to modify the contents of collective agreements which have
r~~'\~:~-~~~''< freely concluded [see ~, op. cit., para. 593). Moreover, if
l~;:;:l~~}oyers can impose their choice of conditions of employment in an area where
f~,l.Jtc~;r.e- is no industrial council operating, collective bargaining is
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should take
amended in

jeopardized. The Committee therefore believes that the Government
stepS to ensure that sections 51(12) and' 5lA of the LRA are
conformity with freedom of association principles.

40. With regard to section 78(IC) of the LRA which provides that
employers may not enter into stop-order arrangements with unregistered unions
without the approval of the Minister, the Committee considers the requirement
of ministerial approval to constitute an unwarranted interference in
collective bargaining. It notes with interest that section 28(a) of the LRA
bill deletes section 78(IC) from the LRA.

(v) H..eE..-triJ.:...tioltS on strike a.ction

41. First of all, the Committee has
the Transitional Executive Council has
recognizes the right to strike. However,
the relevant provisions of the LRA.

Procedural restrictions

been informed in this respect that
adopted a Bill of Rights which
it would be appropriate to examine

42. In the Committee IS view, the complicated nature of the various
pre-strike requirements set out in sections 27A, 35 and 65(2)(b) of the LM
have a negative effect on the exercise of the right to strike. However, it
notes that sections 14 and 16 of the LRA bill introduce ~~endments to sections
27A and 35, respectively, of the LRA which will have the effect of: removing
the requirements that a trade union which refers a disput~ to an industrial
councilor conciliation board must submit certain prescribed certificates;
allowing unregistered unions to refer disputes to industrial councils and al~o

to assist any individual in doing so; and simplifying the procedural
requirements which have to be met for the referral of disputes to industrial
cOMelis and concH iation boards. The Commit tee considers that these
amendments could simplify the procedural requirements for a strike to be legal
under the LRA. However, it would be appropriate to examine the effectiveness
of these amendments once they are implemented.

43. The Committee observes, however, that the LRA bill does not
introduce any a'1lE:ndments to section 65(2)(b) of the LRA, which requires an
affirmative vote of all tmion members in an undertaking affected by proposed
strike action. In this connection, the Committee recalls the principle that
the requirement that an absolute majority of workers should be obtained for
the calling of a strike may be difficult, especially in the case of unions
which group together a larger number of members. A provision requiring an
absolute majori ty may, therefore, involve the risk of seriously limi ting the
right to strike [see Digest, op. cit. 1 para. 380J. It considers that steps
should be taken by the Government to ensure that section 65(2)(b) of the LRA
relating to the question of strike ballots is amended so as to bring
proc~dural requirements to render a strike lawful under the LRA into
conformity with freedom of association principles.

SYh~~ive restrictions

44. Furth~rmore, the LRA bill does not introduce any amendments to
sections 1(1) and 65(lA) of the LRA which limit the right to strike to
shop-floor issues. The Committee recalls that the right to strike should not
be limited solely to industrial disputes that are likely to be solved by the
signing of a collective agreement; workers and their organizations should be
able to express in a broader context, if necessary, their dissatisfaction as
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~~7?~"",:,:5;>~,~:r ':.
:,.·~~2:~~~f,:i~~~~e·gards economic and social ~atters affec.ting their. interests [see ~, op.
"-Nt;0~~to(}c'it·~·, para. 388]. The ConuD1ttee accord:mgly ,consJ.ders that steps should be
-\'~~;ifr2~\"takE;;~-by the Government to ensure that sections 1(1) and 65(lA) of the LRA are
';ri(i:';:'~'~&iended so as to safeguard the legality of strikes over social and economic
:~~:i~~~~tiss~es affecting workers I and trade union rights.

;~~t~~~t"_ 45. The Committee further notes that certain services contained in
~,_!;~t~~~:+~t~_ect.ion 46 of the LRA where compulsory arbitration is substituted for strike

1_:',~5Lit~~'~':a:ctionare not essential in the strict sense of the term. In particular, this
".:rf\};:i>fYi~,:the case for the following: local authorities except when they provide
~~&~&Y~~sential services in the strict s~nse of the term, passenger transportation,
L:';.~:~ti~;::~i:he'_handling of perishable foodstuffs and petrol or other fuels for use by
~ttir,~;::;'p~biiC utilities [see ~, op. cit., para. 40~]. Moreover, the Conunittee
~hf;~~~}tr~grets to not.e that sectJ.on.l9(c) of the LRA ~J.ll extends the categor.y.of
~~~;::\%TIQ'::'e!;sential servJ.ce workers to J.nclude persons ,!"orkl.ng for an employer provJ.dl.ng

1
~},,;~~t~1~:'~ir traffic and navigation services. Therefore, the Government should take
%*;~*1tsteps to ensure that: section 46 of the LRA is amended so that the
-)~~!~i\\,;,~:~;:-prohibition of the right to strike is limited to those services which are
~1~~~~essential in the strict sense of the term; and section 19(c) of the LRA bill
1;~1\~l1Y~i;~.h:i.ch extends the category of. e.ssent~al se;rv~ce workers. to . include .perso~s
;;~~~;-:~'?;~!ic>rking for an employer provJ.dJ.ng a1r trr.-ffl.c and naVl.gat10n servJ.ceS l.S

,~~~_de~eted •
o't;< .. .

~~~:~ 46. Finally, the Committee notes that those workers engaged in a lawful
~~·~trike under the LRA receive immWlity against criminal prosecution and civil
;t;:'ciaims but may nevertheless be dismissed. The Committee observes that the LRA

z~Jb{li,does not introduce any amendment in this regard, but is of the view that
·'i%'~fj::fYi.he:unfair labour practice provisions of the LRA should be amended so as to
'-""'-~~~f<pro~ide appropriate protection against dismissal of strikers engaged in a

~%~_~+:ega( strike and of strikers where the strike, although technically illegal,
&~~as:in all other respects legitimately called for the promotion and defence of
~~~:t-.w_orker:s' economic and social interests. In this connection, the Committee
~Y,j~wou.fd emphasize that the use of extremely serious measures, such as dismissal

f~_fworkers for having participated in a strike and refusal to re-employ them,
tri;p~-ies a serious risk of abuse and constitutes a violation of freedom of

-,~·~;,;1i.ssClc·iation [see ~, op. cit., para. '444].
,:*tt~~~;),';-

r:~.:{i!:~\K·- 47. In addition, the Committee notes that criminal sanctions for
~:;i~~fu-~?~f_ticipation in illegal strikes remain in force. Under section 82(l)(d) of
__";);:&}:~~~Cthe LRA, such action in breach of the LRA is punishable by a fine of up to
~¥0~0~S~?nd 1,000 or one year's imprisonment or both. The Committee shares the view
Ift~;~::~$~:pf.the Conunittee of Experts that such sanctions should be imposed only where
<"":'··"<:~l.t.here have been violations of strike prohibitions which are themselves in

,;~-c'onformity with the principles of freedom of association [see General Survey
:fPTt. Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining, 1983, para. 223]. Since

:~t:H, is clear from the Committee I s preceding conclusions that several of the
~~~~~rike prohibitions contained in the LRA are not in conformity with freedom of
~l~ssociation principles, the provisions of the LRA imposing criminal sanctions

,y;..:':;Jor violations of strike prohibitions which are not in conformity with the
~~~~~p~inciples of freedom of association should be repealed.

~fl(~~f .. . . .
1;~;::(;,,"'X~,~, (f) Racl.al restrJ.ctJ.ons on trade 'fil0D membershlp

~"~'!~~;
:~"~J~~~~~~;'" 48. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that a
r,;\.:~~,:;:~.~~tuation should be achieved as rapidly as possible where no trade, Wlion or
0~~}~~~ployers' organization limits its membership by reference to race. It
~0tJi?ecommended that a special officer should be appointed to facilitate, within a

~r·,·.~~~:i;~.on/v.4
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a serious risk of abuse and constitutes a violation of freedom of 

[see ~, op. cit., para. '444]. 

~'l~j~t~"r':i~ In addition, the Committee notes that criminal sanctions for 
~ ipation in illegal strikes remain in force. Under section 82(l)(d) of 

LRA, such action in breach of the LRA is pWlishable by a fine of up to 
1,000 or one year's imprisonment or both. The Committee shares the view 

the Committee of Experts that such sanctions should be imposed only where 
have been violations of strike prohibitions which are themselves in 

with the of freedom of association [see General Survey 
1983, para. 2231. Since 

clear from the Committee I S preceding conclusions that several of the 
prohibitions contained in the LRA are not in conformity with freedom of 

principles, the provisions of the LRA imposing criminal sanctions 
ions of strike prohibitions which are not in conformity with the 
of freedom of association should be repealed. 

(f) Racial restrictions on trade union membership 

48. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that a 
uation should be achieved as rapidly as possible where no trade, Wlion or 

organization limits its membership by reference to race. It 
that a special officer should be appointed to facilitate, within a 
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removal of all provisions whereby membership of such
the holding of office in' them, is confined to persons of a
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50. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that ir:!
security or other legislation which had been used in the past to restrict the :~
:right of trade unions to carryon their activities in full freedom should be '<k\'

.- reformed. More specifically, the COIIUllission recommended that the Fund Raising:~
-'!' . :;<.~

.~;- ;'Act, the Affected Organizations Act and the Disclosure of Foreign Funding Act '1~

,'>. should be repealed or amended in such a way that they cannot be used so as to '::;~

interfere with the right of trade unions to administer their financial affairs :~

without undue interference from the public authorities. It also concluded 't,:~
.that the Internal Security Act, Publications Act and Public Safety Act have in 11
. the past been used and could still be used to: prevent trade Wlions from '::':f'

holding public meetings for trade lUlion purposes; restrict the publication ~,~~
distribution of news and information of general or special interest to :i.~

trade unions and their members; and to restrict the legitimate activities of ~.•~I:
lUlions during a state of emergency. It recommended that these Acts ,to

I
:should be refonned. ")r.~

51. The Committee notes that the following bills have introduced a:}~
number of amendments to the above-mentioned Acts: ~~

- the Abolition of Restrictions on Free Political Activity bill, which (i)~;~

amends the Publications Act by deleting the provisions referred to in "Jt
paragraph 288 of the report of the Commission (namely, section 47(2)(c), ;j~
(d) and (e) of the Publications Act); and (ii) amends the Internal:Jj"
Security Act by restricting the powers of the relevant Minister to 1)
declare organizations unlawfuL Section 4(0 of the Internal Security .+~
Act currently allows the Minister to prohibit organizations which promote :,,\~
violence, rioting, disturbance or disorder and authorizes the detention ,fJ
without trial of persons engaged in such acts. Section 2 of the bill :~1
deletes the reference to IIdisturbance or disorder" with the result that ;;~~

the Minister will only be able to act against organizations or,'i~j

individuals who promote violence or rioting. Section 2 of the bill in ;t~
any event determines that the Minister may only act on the advice of- the lli
Transitional Executive Council. (iii) Section 7 of the bill also ;}~

proposes the repeal of the Affected Organizations Act and Disclosure of :'~
Foreign Funding Act; ::~~

"'It!
the Regulation of Gatherings bill (section 14(2» proposes the repeal of :i~
sections 46(1) and (2) of the Internal Security Act which impose 1
restrictions on freeom of assembly. The bill acknowledges the right of ;J1

,,'_ peaceful assembly and lays down guidelines in that regard; ~~i
t\_~,~,,: ~~

t;:~$;' 4220n/v. 4 W
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In the absence of any information from the Government in respect of
recommendation, the Committee is tmable to conunent on the position

The Government should be invited to indicate: (i) whether any
for the registration of trade tmions which limit their membership

the basis of race have been received since the report of the Fact-Finding
Conciliation Commission and what the results of such applications, if

have been; and (ii) whether interim measures such as those recommended
Commission regarding the removal from the constitutions of trade unions

provisions which limit their membership on the basis of race have been
t~\t~~~,~.:>.:)_-impl emen ted.

'~-}~r;~~~:~,:~~~~~~~~:~o~:~e~r



bdth the new Constitution and the Transitional Executive Council Act deal
:with the declaration of states of emergency. The former lays down the
conditions under which a state of emergency may be declared and contains

.... ""<~ 8. number of safeguards (article 34). The Transitional Executive Council
,\~r'k~tC-_~:-,i\~t stipulates that the State President may use his powers to declare a
i~~-,i{i'1~:\:\';";"'-:-:s_tate of emergency only after consultation with the TEC, who may also
~~~~~~~~~~~ review a declaration and direct the State President to withdraw it
'1;;,r'~'\f;'.'·" 'Z(b»

·""'.::'\''1';~t,~~~~s':'',. (sectl.on •
~l:1:~~~::::;-':-::~ :0
,;,-~;Jh,~'~~:(.;'_;-':·52. Thus, the Committee notes with satisfaction that substantial

~J~iBir~idires5 has been ~ade in the. r~form of ~ecu~ity ~nd rela~ed legislation so as
;:-':;:,~,Y:i~":;to',.,al,low trade unl.ons to amm.nl.ster thel.r fl.nancl.al affal.rs and to carry out
f~Yi&;1~~~I:.eg-iJimate trade union activities without undue interference from the public

~'"_ ..'''<''"''~~',~\\: ..,- .... ''''' - • t·
<:':t,:~.:Y~""autl1or.1. l.es.

;;:;~l~' .
(h) Attacks on trade unionists and trade union property

The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that a
means should be found under South African law so that outstanding
unresolved violence against trade unions and their members may be

if~opened. It also considered that it was essential that every effort should
';beiirnade to bring to justice those responsible for acts of violence against
:ltade unionists or trade union property.
"~,

,t?~ftf~i; .. 54. The Committee regrets to note that the Government has provided no
'~~\\~~in:formation on the, .. measures taken in respect of the above recommendation,
~~S~~~pecially in the light of the fact that the Government itself had
~~~~kriowledged to the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission that the violence

~}f~quired attention. The Committee is of the same view given that evidence
'r~B'~fore the Commission indicated that more than 70 attacks on trade unionists

a.P:d,-trade union premises occurred between 1986 and 1992. In this regard, the
Government should be asked to indicate whether any further attacks have been

0,':_' ,~'~'eported since the publication of the Commission's report and whether any
;1ff~~!li~rsons have been brought to justice for violence against trade unionists or
;;lStrade- union property.
;~~;~~;~';~'>,- ..~.

both the new Constitution and the Transitional Executive Council Act deal 
"with the declaration of states of emergency. The former lays down the 

conditions under which a state of emergency may be declared and contains 
a number of safeguards (article 34). The Transitional Executive Council 

;,!~hli'~~i;J;)" A~t stipulates that the State President may use his powers to declare a 
. tate of emergency only after consultation with the TEC, who may also 

review a declaration and direct the State President to withdraw it 
< (section Z(b». 

Thus, the Committee notes with satisfaction that substantial 
has been made in the reform of security and related legislation so as 
trade unions to administer their financial affairs and to carry out 

~~(~;~1~~:~~i~:~~~: trade union activities without undue interference from the public t ties. 

(h) Attacks on trade unionists and trade 1lnion property 

The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that a 
means should be found under South African law so that outstanding 
unresolved violence against trade unions and their members may be 

It also considered that it was essential that every effort should 
to bring to justice those responsible for acts of violence against 

unionists or trade union property. 

The Committee regrets to note that the Government has provided no 

~
::~:~~~~i.~o:n:d on the measures taken in respect of the above recommendation, 

ly in the light of the fact that the Government itself had 
to the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission that the violence 

attention. The Committee is of the same view given that evidence 
the Commission indicated that more than 70 attacks on trade unionists 

trade union premises occurred between 1986 and 1992. In this regard, the 
:~::~:~:~"~ should be asked to indicate whether any further attacks have been 
·'e since the publication of the Commission's report and whether any 

have been brought to justice for violence against trade unionists or 
union property. 

(i) Government interference in trade union activities 

The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission recommended that every 
ible step should be taken to prevent the recurrence of spying and other 

&'i6v,.,:t activities against trade unionists on the part of any agency of the 
It further recommended that practical measures to this end, such 

establishment of trade union-police liaison committees and police 
on trade union functions and rights should be instituted without 

The Committee again notes the absence of information from the 
":"IJo".'"",e,,t regarding the action taken in respect of the above recommendation. 

rnment should be reques ted to provide detailed information on the 
t~~~~:~;:~:;:;~t measures that have been taken to ensure that the Government's 
~ to refrain from interference in the activities of trade unions and 

members is respected by all public agencies. 
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The .committee's

(j) EmplQyer restrictions on access to premises

'>:' 57. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission concluded that employer
:~:str:ictions on acceSS to prmises related specifically to the situation as it

.~fiected farmworkers, domestic workers and the mining industry, i.e.
:~;iridustries where workers both lived and worked on their employers I premises.
~fh~ Commission recommended that the protection provided under the LRA - under
~(¥~e,unfair labour practice jurisdiction - should be extended to farmworkers
~0iirid:,domestic workers. In relation to the situation in the mining industry,
t~Cthi,Commission recommended that remedies should be found which take into
K~ccdun't the special difficulties which had arisen historically over access to
tmine workers by reason of the mine compound system.

:'l!i}{::
:5S";;;~:"" 5'8. The Conuni ttee notes the Government t s statement that the Department
~1f:C5f Manpower is of the opinion that the problems arising from access to
r~~~ises should be discussed by the interested parties themselves. The
'~Committee observes, however, that while the Agricultural Labour Act (ALA)
·\ibt,tends the provisions of the LRA - inclUding the industrial court I s unfair
Jabour practice jurisdiction - to farmworkers, no provision has been made in

":the ALA itself for rights of access. ,\Furthermore, under the terms of the
~Trespass Act No. 6 of 1959 which still remains applicable, any person entering
\land without the permission of the owner or lawful occupier, unless it is for

"\~::a'lawful reason, commits a criminal offence. As noted earlier on in the
~VCommittee's conclusions, domestic workers are still excluded from the LRA. As
AYregards the mining industry, the Committee notes that workers in this industry
~;~te covered by the LRA. It nevertheless notes that evidence presented before
;~'/Jthe Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission indicated that the restrictions

~.: ~~\N~on access to premises arose pursuant to agreements entered into by the trade
3:'f~$1~\~Alnion representing mine workers with mine employers (emphasis added). The
":..4f~i}~~~f:~r·e'strictions appeared in practice to have been imposed by individual mine
",Sf"",'i<"c',,,,

"" "'<{~"~;-~atlagements and had affected a large number of matters relating, among other
".things, to the recruitment of members, the holding of meetings and the use of
mine premises for union business.

59. Thus, in view of the absence of statutory rights of access under the
the provisions of the Trespass Act and the difficulties which have arisen

'::Vover access to mine workers by reason of the mine compound system, the
Committee is of the opinion that access by trade unions to workers who are

\~,both employed and housed on their employers' premises remains problematic and
':'T~""-~;'13Yis an issue which is not likely to be resolved by the interested parties

'{:~~~»{';'::~,:,:,themselves. In this connection, the Committee recalls the principle that
~'~'1r~1~;~j(:"workers' representatives should enjoy such facilities as may be necessary for
fS~~)s~1;~:,,_the proper exercise of their functions, including the right of access to
1it:>::;;:~::r~;,;"workplaces [see ~, op. cit., para. 143]. In view of the fact that
fS,I~~~::~\;~Z',farmworkers, domestic 'workers and workers in the mining industry are both
rE/i;;j~(;"employed and housed on their employers I premises and given the absence of
~;"::;~;~Jllfstatutory rights of access under the LRA, the Committee considers that the
~tit~:\f'Government should take the necessary measures to ensure that access is granted
p~{~~~::freelY to workers in these sectors by trade unions and their officials for the
~'i.:::~~ft~\ purpose of carrying out normal union activities although on the premises of
Syt}~j. employers, in conformity with freedom of association principles.
""\-:;K,:Go.:

e l.i e s recommendations

In the light of its foregoing conclusions, the Committee invites the
Body to approve the following recommendations:

'4220n/v.4

(j) Employer restrictions on access to premises 

57. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission concluded that employer 
on acceSS to prmises related specifically to the situation as it 

farmworkers, domestic workers and the mining industry, Le. 
where workers both lived and worked on their employers I premises. 

Commission recommended that the protection provided under the LRA - under 
Unfair labour practice jurisdiction - should be extended to farmworkers 
domestic workers. In relation to the situation in the mining industry, 
Commission recommended that remedies should be found which take into 

the special difficulties which had arisen historically over access to 
workers by reason of the mine compound system. 

5'8. The Conuni ttee notes the Government t s statement that the Department 
Manpower is of the opinion that the problems arising from access to 

should be discussed by the interested parties themselves. The 
observes, however, that while the Agricultural Labour Act (ALA) 

the provisions of the LRA - including the industrial court I s unfair 
practice jurisdiction - to farmworkers, no provision has been made in 

ALA itself for rights of access. ,\Furthermore, Wlder the terms of the 
Act No. 6 of 1959 which still remains applicable, any person entering 

the permission of the owner or lawful occupier, unless it is for 
reason, commits a criminal offence. As noted earlier on in the 

IS conclusions, domestic workers are still excluded from the LRA. As 
the mining industry, the Committee notes that workers in this industry 

covered by the LRA. It nevertheless notes that evidence presented before 
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission indicated that the restrictions 

access to premises arose pursuant to agreements entered into by the trade 
representing mine workers with mine employers (emphasis added). The 

i
l~i~~i::::'~~:~::: appeared in practice to have been imposed by individual mine and had affected a large number of matters relating, among other 

, to the recruitment of members, the holding of meetings and the use of 
premises for union business. 

Thus, in view of the absence of statutory rights of access under the 
provisions of the Trespass Act and the difficulties which have arisen 

access to mine workers by reason of the mine compound system, the 
is of the opinion that access by trade unions to workers who are 

employed and housed on their employers 1 premises remains problematic and 
issue which is not likely to be resolved by the interested parties 

~J~~;~~"::~~~:':~~e: In this connection, the Committee recalls the principle that 
I representatives should enjoy such facilities as may be necessary for 

proper exercise of their functions, including the right of access to 
~";;,worl'p:la(:es [see ~, op. cit., para. 143]. In view of the fact that 

tl';:";;i';": , domestic -workers and workers in the mining industry are both 
and housed on their employers 1 premises and given the absence of 

Iii'"",',,",,: ;~~~~::~:~~.~ rights of access under the LRA, the Committee considers that the 
t should take the necessary measures to ensure that access is granted 

-freely to workers in these sectors by trade unions and their officials for the 
purpose of carrying out normal union activities although on the premises of 
employers, in conformity with freedom of association principles. 

The Committee's recommendations 

60. In the light of its foregoing conclusions, the Committee invites the 
Body to approve the following recommendations: 
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The Committee notes with interest that the Government has taken measures
to give effect to a number of the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and
Conciliation Commission on the following points:

(i) the National Manpower Commission (NMC) has been restructured as a
tripartite body and has been functioning as such since February
1993. Moreover, the State will in future be bound to submit any
proposed legislation concerning industrial relations or employment
practices to the NMC for consideration and comment before
introducing it in Parliament;

(ii) the Basic Conditions of Employment Act No. 3 of 1983 has been
extended to farmworkers and domestic workers;

the Public Service Labour Relations Act No. 102 of 1993 (PSLRA) 
which applies to all public servnats except for persons employed in
terms of the Defence Act, Correctional Services Act (Prisons),
Police Act and teachers - addresses the problems identified by the
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission in respect of this sector
in that it regulates the right tp strike, extends protection against
anti-union discrimination, and. introduces a system for the
negotiation and determination of terms and conditio·ns of employment
of employees in the various branches of the public service;

(iv) the Labour Relations Amendment bill extends the ambit of the Labour
Relations Act to include teachers at universities and technikons,
while the Education Labour Relations Act No. 146 of 1993 now grants
trade union and collective bargaining rights to teachers who teach
at a school, technical college or teachers' training college;

(v) as regards the provisions of the Labour Relations Act (lRA) on the
control of the contents of trade union constitutions, sections 7(a)
and 6 of the LRA bill amend sections 8(4)(a)(iv) and 4(S)(a)(ii),
respectively, of the LRA, thereby removing the risk of
administrative interfe~ence in the content of a trade union's
constitution; section 6 of the LRA bill amends section 4(5)(a)(iii)
of the LRA to remove the prohibition on the registration of a trade
union affiliated to any political party; and section 7 of the LRA
bill deletes section 8(6)(c) and (d) and amends section 8(8) of the
LRA with the effect that trade unions will be allowed freely to
affiliate with a political party, to provide funds or carryon any
other activities with the object of assisting a political party or
any candidates for election to office in a political party or
legislative body;

(vi) as regards the interference of public authorities in trade union
affairs, the provision contained in the LRA bill for a right of
appeal to the Minister of Manpower and thereafter to the Supreme
Court against any instruction by the Industrial Registrar issued
after an inquiry into the affairs of a trade union constitutes an
adequate safeguard against possible interference by the
administrative authorities in trade union affairs;

the LRA bill deletes section 78(IC) of the LRA, which requires
ministerial approval in order for employers to enter into stop-order
arrangements with unregistered unions;

The Committee notes with interest that the Government has taken measures 
to give effect to a number of the recommendations of the Fact-Finding and 
Conciliation Commission on the following points: 

(i) the National Manpower Commission (NMC) has been restructured as a 
tripartite body and has been functioning as such since February 
1993. Moreover, the State will in future be bound to submit any 
proposed legislation concerning industrial relations or employment 
practices to the NMC for consideration and comment before 
introducing it in Parliament; 

(ii) the Basic Conditions of Employment Act No. 3 of 1983 has been 
extended to farmworkers and domestic workers; 

the Public Service Labour Relations Act No. 102 of 1993 (PSLRA) -
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terms of the Defence Act, Correctional Services Act (Prisons), 
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in that it regulates the right tp strike, extends protection against 
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(iv) the Labour Relations Amendment bill extends the ambit of the Labour 
Relations Act to include teachers at universities and technikons, 
while the Education Labour Relations Act No. 146 of 1993 now grants 
trade union and collective bargaining rights to teachers who teach 
at a school, technical college or teachers' training college; 

(v) as regards the provisions of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) on the 
control of the contents of trade union constitutions, sections 7(a) 
and 6 of the LRA bill amend sections 8(4)(a)(iv) and 4(S)(a)(ii), 
respectively, of the LRA, thereby removing the risk of 
administrative interfe.rence in the content of a trade union's 
constitution; section 6 of the LRA bill amends section 4(5)(a)(iii) 
of the LRA to remove the prohibition on the registration of a trade 
union affiliated to any political party; and section 7 of the LRA 
bill deletes section 8(6)(c) and (d) and amends section 8(8) of the 
LRA with the effect that trade unions will be allowed freely to 
affiliate with a political party, to provide funds or carryon any 
other activities with the object of assisting a political party or 
any candidates for election to office in a political party or 
legislative body; 

(vi) as regards the interference of public authorities in trade union 
affairs, the provision contained in the LRA bill for a right of 
appeal to the Minister of Manpower and thereafter to the Supreme 
Court against any instruction by the Industrial Registrar issued 
after an inquiry into the affairs of a trade union constitutes an 
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the LRA bill deletes section 78(IC) of the LRA, which requires 
ministerial approval in order for employers to enter into stop-order 
arrangements with unregistered unions; 
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However, effect has not been given to a number of the recommendations of
the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission in the following areas:

(ii) legislation should be enacted as quickly as possible to grant trade
tmion and collective bargaining rights to domestic workers in South
Africa;
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a Bill of Rights recognizing the right to strike has been adopted by
the Transitional Executive Council.

substantial progress has been made in the reform of security and
related legislation so as to allow trade unions to administer their
financial affairs and to carry out legitimnate trade union
activities without undue interference from the public authorities;

(ix)

(vi) as regards substantive restrictions on strike action, the Government
should take steps to ensure that: (1) sections 1(1) and 65(lA) of
the LRA are amended so as to safeguard the legality of strikes over
social and economic issues affecting workers' and trade union
rights; (2) section 20(1) of the PSLRA is amended to bring it into
conformity with the notion of essential services in the strict sense
of the term as defined by the Committee; (3) section 46 of the LRA
is amended so that the prohibition of the right to strike is limited
to those services which are essential in the strict sense of the

(iv) as regards interference of public authorities in collective
agreements, the Government should take steps to ensure that sections
48(1), 51(12) and 5lA of the LRA are amended, in line with freedom
of association principles;

(v) the Government should take steps to ensure that section 6S(2)(b) of
the LRA is amended in- order to conform to the principle that the
requirement that an absolute majority of workers should be obtained
for the calling of a strike may be difficult, especially in the case
of unions which group together a larger number of members, and that
a provision requiring an absolute majority may therefore involve the
risk of seriously limiting the right to strike;

(i) the Government should take steps to ensure that section 2(£) of the
Agricultural Labour Act No. 147 of 1993 is repealed so that the
prohibition on the right to strike of farmworkers is removed.
Noting that any amendment to the Labour Relations Act No. 28 of 1956
after 1 September 1993 will not apply to farming activities, the
Committee is of the view that the recommendations of the
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on the need to amend
certain provisions of the Labour Relations Act remain valid for the
version of the Act which applies to farmworkers. The provisions in
question, which are enumerated in paragraph 18 of the Committee's
conclusions, should therefore be amended;

(iii) section 4(3) of the LRA which entitles the Registrar to refuse to
register trade unions which cannot satisfy him that they are
"sufficiently representative" should be amended to take accoWlt of
the principle according to which a provision authorizing the refusal
of an application for registration if another union, already
registered, is sufficiently representative of the interests which
the union seeking regis tration proposes to defend, means that, in'
certain cases, workers may be denied the right to join the
organizations of their choice, contrary to the principles of freedom
of association;

(viii)(viii) 

(ix) 

substantial progress has been made in the reform of security and 
related legislation so as to allow trade unions to administer their 
financial affairs and to carry out legitimnate trade union 
activities without undue interference from the public authorities; 

a Bill of Rights recognizing the right to strike has been adopted by 
the Transiti'onal Executive Council. 

However, effect has not been given to a number of the recommendations of 
the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission in the following areas: 

(i) the Government should take steps to ensure that section 2(f) of the 
Agricultural Labour Act No. 147 of 1993 is repealed so that the 
prohibition on the right to strike of farmworkers is removed. 
Noting that any amendment to the Labour Relations Act No. 28 of 1956 
after 1 September 1993 will not apply to farming activities, the 
Committee is of the view that the recommendations of the 
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on the need to amend 
certain provisions of the Labour Relations Act remain valid for the 
version of the Act which applies to farmworkers. The provisions in 
question, which are enumerated in paragraph 18 of the Committee's 
conclusions, should therefore be amended; 

(ii) legislation should be enacted as quickly as possible to grant trade 
tmion and collective bargaining rights to domestic workers in South 
Africa; 

(iii) section 4(3) of the LRA which entitles the Registrar to refuse to 
register trade unions which cannot satisfy him that they are 
"sufficiently representative" should be amended to take accoWlt of 
the principle according to which a provision authorizing the refusal 
of an application for registration if another union, already 
registered, is sufficiently representative of the interests which 
the union seeking regis tration proposes to defend, means that, in' 
certain cases, workers may be denied the right to join the 
organizations of their choice, contrary to the principles of freedom 
of association; 

(iv) as regards interference of public authorities in collective 
agreements, the Government should take steps to ensure that sections 
48(1), 51(12) and 51A of the LRA are amended, in line with freedom 
of association principles; 

(v) the Government should take steps to ensure that section 6S(2)(b) of 
the LRA is amended in order to conform to the principle that the 
requirement that an absolute majority of workers should be obtained 
for the calling of a strike may be difficult, especially in the case 
of unions which group together a larger number of members, and that 
a provision requiring an absolute majority may therefore involve the 
risk of seriously limiting the right to strike; 

(vi) as regards substantive restrictions on strike action, the Government 
should take steps to ensure that: (1) sections 1(1) and 65(IA) of 
the LRA are amended so as to safeguard the legality of strikes over 
social and economic issues affecting workers' and trade union 
rights; (2) section 20(1) of the PSLRA is amended to bring it into 
conformity with the notion of essential services in the strict sense 
of the term as defined by the Committee; (3) section 46 of the LRA 
is amended so that the prohibition of the right to strike is limited 
to those services which are essential in the strict sense of the 
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term; (4) section 19(c) of ·the LRA, bill which extends the category
of essential service workers to include persons working for an
employer providing air traffic and navigation services is deleted;
(5) the unfair labour practice provisions of the LRA are amended to
provide appropriate protection against dismissal of strikers engaged
in a legal strike and of strikers where the strike t although
technically illegal t was in all other respects legitimately called
for the promotion and defence of workers' economic and social
interests; and (6) the provisions of the LRA imposing criminal
sanctions for violations of strike prohibitions which are not in
conformity with freedom of association principles are repealed;

the Government should take the necessary measures to ensure that
aCcess is granted freely to farmworkerst domestic workers and
workers in the mining industry by trade unions and their officials
for the purpose of carrying out normal union activities although on
the premises of employers.

The Committee considers that the Government should, moreover, provide
information on the following points:

(1) the Government should provide information on whether any measures
concerning the replacement or the hannonization of the legislation
in the various "self-governingH territories and "na tional states"
are being envisaged and, if so, how the Government proposes to
implement them so as to assure uniformity of labour legislation and
standards in the various territories into which South Africa is
~urrently divided;

(ii) the Government should provide information on any progress being made
in regard to the process of revision and consolidation of the Labour
Relations Act (LRA);

(iii) the Government should indicate: (i) whether any applications for ,
the registration of trade unions which limit their membership on the
basis of race have been received since the report of the
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission and what the results of
such applications, if any t have been; and (ii) whether interim
measures such as those recommended by the Commission regarding the
removal from the constitutions of trade unions of provisions which
limit their membership on the basis of race have been implemented;

(iv) the Government should indicate whether any further attacks on trade
unionists and trade union premises have been reported since the
publication of the report of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation
Commission t and whether any persons have been brought to justice for
violence against trade unionists or trade union property;

(v) the Government should provide detailed information on the practical
measures that have been taken - such as the establishment of trade
union-police liaison committees and police education on trade union
functions and rights - to ensure that the Government's commitment to
refrain from interference in the activities of trade tmions and
their members is respected by all public agencies.

The Committee notes that while measures have been taken to give effect to
a number of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Conunission I s
recommendations, a number of them have not as yet been implemented. It
therefore recommends that the Government of South Africa be invited t
through the Economic and Social Council as appropriate, to continue
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term; (4) section 19(c) of ·the LRA, bill which extends the category 
·of essential service workers to include persons working for an 
employer providing air traffic and navigation services is deleted; 
(5) the unfair labour practice provisions of the LRA are amended to 
provide appropriate protection against dismissal of strikers engaged 
in a legal strike and of strikers where the strike, although 
technically illegal, was in all other respects legitimately called 
for the promotion and defence of workers' economic and social 
interests; and (6) the provisions of the LRA imposing criminal 
sanctions for violations of strike prohibitions which are not in 
conformity with freedom of association principles are repealed; 

the Government should take the necessary measures to ensure that 
aCcess is granted freely to farmworkers, domestic workers and 
workers in the mining industry by trade unions and their officials 
for the purpose of carrying out normal union activities although on 
the premises of employers. 

The Committee considers that the Government should, moreover, provide 
information on the following points: 

(1) the Government should provide information on whether any measures 
concerning the replacement or the hannonization of the legislation 
in the various "self-governing" territories and "national states" 
are being envisaged and, if so, how the Government proposes to 
implement them so as to assure uniformity of labour legislation and 
standards in the various territories into which South Africa is 
~urrently divided; 

(ii) the Government should provide information on any progress being made 
in regard to the process of revision and consolidation of the Labour 
Relations Act (LRA); 

(iii) the Government should indicate: (i) whether any applications for .I 

the registration of trade unions which limit their membership on the 
basis of race have been received since the report of the 
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission and what the results of 
such applications, if any, have been; and (ii) whether interim 
measures such as those recommended by the Commission regarding the 
removal from the constitutions of trade unions of provisions which 
limit their membership on the basis of race have been implemented; 

(iv) the Government should indicate whether any further attacks on trade 
unionists and trade union premises have been reported since the 
publication of the report of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation 
Commission, and whether any persons have been brought to justice for 
violence against trade unionists or trade union property; 

(v) the Government should provide detailed information on the practical 
measures that have been taken - such as the establishment of trade 
union-police liaison committees and police education on trade union 
functions and rights - to ensure that the Government's commitment to 
refrain from interference in the activities of trade lUlions and 
their members is respected by all public agencies. 

The Committee notes that while measures have been taken to give effect to 
a number of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Conunission I s 
recommendations, a number of them have not as yet been implemented. It 
therefore recommends that the Government of South Africa be invited, 
through the Economic and Social Council as appropriate, to continue 
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Jean-Jacques Oechslin,
Chairman.

Paragraph 60.

POINT FOR DECISION:

25 March 1994.

reports on the measures' taken to give effect to the
IS recommendations t that ECOSOC transmit such reports to the

Director-General of the ILO and that he provide any advice and conunents
which ECOSOC might wish to have on them.
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